Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In this paper we consider a second order elliptic equation$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} -{\text {div}}(\rho \nabla u) = f, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, where the diffusion coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$ is a discontinuous function. The problem is discretized by a symmetric weighted interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element method with simplicial nonmatching elements and piecewise linear functions. Our goal is to design and analyze a two-level nonoverlapping additive Schwarz method (ASM), see e.g. \[[@CR16]\], for solving the resulting discrete problem with rate of convergence independent of the jumps of the coefficient and with a potential for a very high level of fine grained parallelism.

Usually, two level ASMs for discretizations on fine mesh of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H> h$$\end{document}$, where local solvers are applied in parallel. A global coarse problem is then based on the same partitioning. This method has recently been generalized for nonoverlapping domain decomposition methods for DG discretizations, allowing the coarse grid with mesh size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {H}\le H$$\end{document}$ to be a refinement of the original partitioning into subdomains where local solvers are applied---see e.g. \[[@CR1], [@CR14]\].

In the present paper, we take a different approach and consider local solvers' subdomains of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H$$\end{document}$ and a coarse grid of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {H}$$\end{document}$ such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {H}\ge H$$\end{document}$. Therefore, in an extreme case our local solver subdomain can be as small as a single element of the fine mesh (so then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H= h$$\end{document}$); on the other extreme, it can be set equal to the coarse grid cell, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H= \mathcal {H}$$\end{document}$, the usual approach. By allowing small subdomains we substantially increase the level of parallelism of the method. Very small and cheap to solve local systems come in huge quantities, which can be an advantage on new multi-threaded processors. Moreover, small subdomains give more flexibility in assigning them to processors for load balancing in coarse grain parallel processing. In this way, an additional level of domain partitioning gives the user more parameters to fine tune the actual parallel performance, and thus overall efficiency, of the preconditioner for a given hardware architecture. The increased level of parallelism affects the condition number of the preconditioned system in a controlled way which we prove is, roughly speaking, of order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O\left( {\mathcal {H}^2}/{h H}\right) $$\end{document}$. Numerical experiments reported in this paper confirm the bound is sharp in terms of mesh sizes.
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                \begin{document}$$H= h$$\end{document}$ we get the condition number of order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(\mathcal {H}^2/h^2)$$\end{document}$ which then gradually improves, as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H= \mathcal {H}$$\end{document}$, see \[[@CR14]\]. It is also not surprising that if all partitionings scale in the same way so that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H/h$$\end{document}$ are kept constant, then the condition number remains bounded independently of the actual values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {H},H,h$$\end{document}$.

The method discussed in the paper makes the preconditioned system condition number independent of the jumps of diffusion coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$, under the assumption that the distribution of the coefficient satisfies certain assumptions. We identify two such cases: when the variation of the coefficient is mild inside cells of the coarse grid, or when the coefficient is close to a constant on the skeleton of the partitioning into local solvers' subdomains.

The ASM discussed here is a generalization of \[[@CR11]\] and, for continuous coefficient, of \[[@CR1], [@CR14]\]. See also \[[@CR3]\] for a similar concept for continuous FE discretization where functions of the coarse space were constant inside substructures on which the original region was partitioned. The authors are unaware of other results concerning the influence of the sizes of local solver subdomains and the coarse grid on the condition number when the former grid is a refinement of the latter, in the context of DG methods for the discretization of elliptic problems with discontinuous coefficient. Other recent works towards domain decomposition preconditioning of DG discretizations of problems with strongly varying coefficients include \[[@CR2], [@CR5], [@CR6]\].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, differential and discrete DG problems are formulated. In Sect. [3](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, ASM for solving the discrete problem is designed and analyzed. Numerical experiments are presented in Sect. [4](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}.
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                \begin{document}$$h,H,\mathcal {H}$$\end{document}$, and of jumps of the diffusion coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Differential and discrete DG problems {#Sec2}
=====================================
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                \begin{document}$$\partial \Omega $$\end{document}$. We consider the following variational problem for given $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} a(u^*,v) = (f,v)_\Omega , \quad \forall v \in H^1_0(\Omega ), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In what follows we will analyze a preconditioner for a system of algebraic equations arising from a discretization of ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) with DG finite element method. The corresponding finite element spaces and the discrete problem are introduced below in the following subsection.

Finite element spaces and DG discretization {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------------
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Additive Schwarz method with small subdomains {#Sec4}
=============================================

The condition number of the discrete problem ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) can be prohibitively large, affected by both the fine mesh size and by the magnitude of jumps in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Theorem 1** {#FPar3}
-------------
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**Lemma 3** {#FPar4}
-----------
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----------------------
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*Remark 1* {#FPar7}
----------

In (A1) or (A2) we could have assumed the existence of a finite set of several such reference structures, the number of which is another absolute constant independent of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Below we prove that the convergence speed of the method is independent of the magnitude of jumps of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Corollary 1** {#FPar8}
---------------

In addition to the assumptions of Theorem [1](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} suppose that the variation of the coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Proof* {#FPar9}
-------
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**Corollary 2** {#FPar10}
---------------
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*Proof* {#FPar11}
-------
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*Remark 2* {#FPar12}
----------

If we suppose that ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) or ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) is satisfied and that all meshes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If each local solvers' subdomain reduces to a single element of the fine mesh, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Corollary 3** {#FPar13}
---------------

In addition to our general assumptions of Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Proof* {#FPar14}
-------

Assumption (A2) is automatically satisfied since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem [1](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} also recovers previously known bounds, for constant or piecewise constant coefficient, in the "standard" case when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Corollary 4** {#FPar15}
---------------

In addition to our general assumptions of Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Proof* {#FPar16}
-------

The proof follows straightforwardly from Corollaries [1](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} and thus is omitted. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For completeness, let us also mention the following:

**Corollary 5** {#FPar17}
---------------

In addition to our general assumptions of Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Proof* {#FPar18}
-------

Assumption ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) is automatically fulfilled on a single element, while (A1) and (A2) are trivially satisfied because of our assumptions on the fine grid in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. The estimate then follows again from Corollary [2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Although the condition number in Corollary [5](#FPar17){ref-type="sec"} is independent both from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical experiments {#Sec5}
=====================
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